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I am a bachelor's student, about to begin my final semester on the spring of 2018. Last 
semester i went on an exchange semester to Hong kong, studying at hong Kong baptist 
Univeristy. 
The pre-departure period was very informative, all questions were answered and you were 
given help along the way if any problems were to arise. 
 
I felt nervous about studying abroad, to a country more than 10 hours away, a country with a 
fairly different societal culture, but along with being nervous, I felt excited for this experience!  
 
The first weeks of school, you were allowed to add and/or drop courses you did not like, which I 
found positive since you could attend classes and see if they were actually for you or not. 
The classes in general were not too hard, i could have a hard time to understand the broken 
english of some teachers, but most of the time it went pretty good. Everyone is really nice and 
keen to get to know you, especially the exchange-students. The level of studies is not too hard, 
there is no need to stress about not having time to explore or have fun, the president of HKBU 
actually encouraged us to try and do as much as possible and not sit at home too much and 
study all the time. 
Since most of the undergrads lived in the undergraduate halls (which was in the middle of 
campus), everyone had an easy time to meet up for any event, hike or similar excursion. 
Before visiting Hong Kong, i had no idea about the incredible and diverse nature to be find all 
over, mountains to climb, waterfalls to hike to, islands to explore. The same went for the food 
and the experience of Hong Kong in general which is very different in pretty much all aspects 
compared to Sweden. 
 
Living in Hong Kong is comparable in price to Sweden, but given that for example there are 
canteens spread all over campus that serve cheap food, and that we as students in Hong Kong 
get discounts on the public transports, it saves up a lot of money to be used for more important 
or otherwise fun things to do there. 
 
The fact that Hong Kong is so central in Asia, the flight-tickets to nearby countries are fairly 
cheap and that allowed me to get to Shenzhen (mainland China), Macau, Seoul (South Korea) 
and Tokyo (Japan). Traveling around Asia was some of the best things that i did there, i planned 
most of the trips beforehand and friends from the University could sometimes just book a ticket 
and join on the trip! 
 
All in all, the atmosphere of HKBU and Hong Kong in general was really nice, the studies were 
not too hard, the culture was really interesting and there was never a dull day during the 
semester. An exchange semester is something i highly recommend and doing it in Hong Kong 
opens up and offers a great opportunities. 


